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a) PV = Const

.c) PV7ls = Const

a) 213 K

c) PY5/3 = Const

iii) A refrigerator is

a) A heat engine

c) An electric motor
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SECTION _A

Each bunch of four questions carries.a weight of 1.

Choose the correct answer from the given list of 4 alternatives :

f . i) For a monoatomic gas the adiabatic relation bebween pressure and volume is

ii) The temperature of an ideal gas i's 3OOK. By adiabatic expansion its volume

becomes double. The finaltemperature is nearly (r = 1).

b) PYsls = Const

d) PVzs = Const

b) 5o0K
d) 300K

b) An air cooler :

d) A heat engine working in reverse order

iv) The law which leads to the conclusion that its impossible to conveh all heat

extracted from a hot source to work is

a) Zeroth law b) First law '
c) Third law d) Second law

2. i) A phase space has dimensions,

a)3 b)4
c\2 d)6

P.T.O.
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ii)Anexamp|eofanintensiveparameterofathermodynamicsystemis' 
a) Voiume b) Area :

c) EntroPY d) Pressure

iii) MB distribution functionholds for 
.

a) ldenticalbut distinguishable p"ttitf: 
-

b) . ldentical and indistinguishable particles

c) All Particles

Q) None of the above

: . .dP
iv) The Clausius-Clbperyon equation is;t = '

o

SEOTION - B

^^r:^a^ Eaahnt lveightofl'
Answerany six questions' Each question carrles a t

3. Define intensive and extensive variables'

4. Write down the Maxwell's four Thermodynamic relations'

5. Define thermodynamic potentials U' F' G and H'

6' what is a Ts diagram ? 
^^+h ^anan th the help of

T.ShowthatheatandworkbotharepathdependentfunctionswiJ
indicator diagrams

lYnamic scale of temPerature'
B. Briefly explain Kelvin's thermod

9. Derive Stefan's lawfrom Planck's radiation formula'

10. State the third law of thermodynamics'

Ldrum
L

c) qv?-q

b) TL(v2 - Vr)

d) None of these
(2x1=2)

o

(6x1=6)
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SECTTON _C

Answerany ninequestions. Each question carries a weight of 2.

11. A Carnots refrigerator takes heat from water at 0"C and discards it to a room
' temperalurd al?7oO. 1 kg of water at 0"C is to be changed into ice si 0'C_. How

many calories of heat are discarded tothe room ? What is the work donebythe
refrigeiatorin this process ? What isthecoefficientof performance of the machine ?

12. S}grams of water at 0"C is mixed with an equat mass of water at 80'C. Calculate

the resultant increase in entropy.
t'

13. Deduce the temperature at which a black body loses thermal energy at the rate

of 1 watt/cm2.

14. Calculate the number of modes in a chamber of volume 50 cc in the frequency
range 4 x101aand 4.01 x1914 ssc-1

15. A Carnots engine whose temperature of the source is 400 K takes 200 $lorigs
of heat at this temperature and rejects 1!0 calories of heat to the sink. What is

the temperature oi tne sink ? Alsocatculate the efficiency of the engine.

- 6J4

16. Given Z: V[a;j:-J ' 
as the partition function of a system, find out the internal

\"/
energy and entropy of the sYstem

17. What is a perfect black body ? Drawthe curves for the distribution of energy in
the spectrum of a black body for two different temperatures.

18. Establish the relation for efficiency of a Carnot's engine using T-S diagram in

T.-T"
tt - 

-

,T.

19. Using Manvell's thermodynamical retations show that

fac.,) -( a's ) -[a'P)t_ltt_tl-------:t(avI [avaU tor')u


